Africa is really a continent, made up of lots of different
countries. Music across the whole continent is so
exciting and varied!
Africa is famous for its wildlife, amazing scenery and
landscapes; from deserts and savanna to rainforest and
rivers, there is so much variety.
Have a look at this picture and find about a bit more
about Africa.
Can you see;
A pyramid in Egypt
The Victoria Falls (Waterfall) in Zambia
The desert in Mali
A lion in Somali
The national flower of South Africa, the Protea
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A map of Africa and what it is famous for
What can you see?
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The Flag
There are 54 countries in Africa, each with their own
flag. They are all bright and colourful!

Why not design your own flag! You could copy a
real flag, or choose your own colours and patterns!

Can you design your own flag?
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A Welcome Song
There are around 2000 different languages spoken in
Africa, so there are lots of ways of saying Hello!
We are going to learn a simple Nigerian song, which
welcomes people together.
Funga Alafia
Ashay, ashay
Funga Alafia
Ashay, ashay

Welcome everybody
Welcome today
Peace be with you
On your way
Go to the Qube website to
hear the song and learn it
with Sarah!
“FUNGA ALAFIA”

The music for Funga Alafia

Why not write your own welcome song, using
whatever words and tune you fancy, so that you can
welcome people in your way?
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Call and Response
Lots of African songs use ‘call and response’. This is
where one person sings a bit of the music and everyone
else copies it back, like a musical conversation. This can
be taken even further into a ‘round’, where people sing
the same tune but at different times so that the music
overlaps.
This song from Ghana is called ‘Senwa Dedende’ and is
all about a lazy vulture who builds a nest and when the
rains come he can’t remember where he built it!
Senwa Dedende, Senwa
Senwa Dedende, Senwa
Senwa Dedende, Senwa Dedende,
Senwa Dedende, Senwa
Go to the Qube website to
hear the song and learn it
with Sarah and Laurence!
“SENWA DEDENDE”

The music for Senwa Dedende
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Instruments
Many instruments in Africa are made from natural
products that people can find around them such as
wood and seed pods. Some instruments are also made
using gourds, which is a large fruit with a hard skin, a bit
like a big pumpkin!
One of the most exciting instruments in African is the
West African harp, which is called a Kora. The body is
made of a dried gourd with animal skin stretched over
it, and the strings are traditionally made of fishing line!

A Kora
Why not have a look online for some Kora playing? My
friend, Holly Marland, is a fantastic Kora player, and you
can see her playing online.
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Make your own instrument
Another instrument found in Africa is the Kalimba or
Mbira, which we sometimes call a Thumb piano. They
are traditionally made from a coconut shell!

A Thumb piano or Kalimba
You can make your own version of the Thumb piano at
home.
You Will Need
1 Empty Box (a shoe box works well!)
Sellotape
Knife or Scissors
Hair Pins (Bobby pins)
Paints and brush or colouring pens and pencils (opt.)
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Method
1. Tape the lid closed on your box.
2. Cut a circle in the top of the box. It should be about
the size of the palm of your hand.

3. Pull each bobby pin to open the prongs an inch or
two.
4. Use sellotape to secure the open bobby pins to the
box. Position them about halfway over the hole in
the box with the rippled sides up.
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5. Paint or colour your box
6. To play the thumb piano, use your thumbs to pluck
metal prongs to create sounds. When plucked, the
prongs produce a sound as they vibrate.
Go to the Qube website to
hear the Kalimba being
played and play along on
your thumb piano!
“THUMB PIANO”

If you don’t fancy making the Kalimba, you can still join
in by listening to the video and imagining yourself in a
different place!

We want to see your work! Send us a picture or video to
art@qube-oca.org.uk and we will share them online!
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